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‘Editorial
Through a telephoto lens, lightly...

The forum theme this issue is writers workshops Carol and Julie first met at a Creative Writing 
evening class The inadequacies of this for anyone working out in alien territory led us to meet up 
outside the class for sessions together, to write, and to read and comment on one another's work We 
recall in particular the tutor's sole intelligible response to one of CaroTs stories, which was why otd the 
main character have a made-up' name? SF poetry? Forget it! (But check out p8-9 for the results 

and winning entries of the Focus poetry competition')
We have a plethora of interesting articles for you this issue, with Sue Thomas considering the thorny question of self-censorship and the writer's 

integrity Sherwood Smith, from across the pond, calls on would-be writers of kidzlif to respect their readers, and defends the value of the Fantastic in 
fiction for children Colin Greenland, in his regular column, looks at the counterplay between the Fantastic and mundane reality But, hey- why are we telling 
you this when you could be reading it for yourself? Don’t forget to let us know what you loved, and what you hated

Regards
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Contributions to Focus are always welcome
Fiction should be of a very good quality and no longer than 

5,000 words
Articles about all aspects of writing are always needed, up to 

4,000 words Please contact the editors if you are unsure whether the 
article fits our remit We also require short pieces around 600-800 
words for our Forum - see elsewhere in this issue for the subject of 
next issue's Forum.

Contributions should be submitted on A4 paper, double-spaced 
on one side of the paper only, discs may also be submitted - please 
contact the editors for more information in the first instance

Cover art, illustrations and fillers are always welcome.
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Jorum
Aliens and other Animats - Or - 
the 'Other' in Science Jiction

Focus invites you to contribute to the Forum next time around on 
Aliens and other animals How do we go about creating convincing aliens 
in our stories? Why do writers 'invent' aliens that are nothing more than 
talking animals'? Is there a need within us to anthropormorphise the 
animals we see around us into thinking, talking creatures? Do writers use 
the Aliens they invent as a way of externalising the 'Other' within them, or 
of dealing with a culture they don't understand? Tell us how, and why, 
you as a writer use aliens and animals within your science fiction stones, 
and why you think they contribute to the genre We invite you to write a 
short piece for the Forum (between 600-800 words) on Aliens and 
Animals in science fiction 
Deadline next issue: 31st May 1996.

BSFA Membership Rates;
£18 UK; £23.50 Europe; £23.50 (surface) elsewhere. £30 (airmail) elsewhere.
£9 UK only for students unwaged retired - on receipt of a photocopy of 
suitable proof

The opinions expressed are those of individual contributors and do not 
necessarily represent those of the B S.F.A
Individual copyrights are the property of the authors and editors
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/ want to use this opportunity to write about self
censorship because this year I was on a writers 
panel at Intersection where I made some tembie and 
gross generaisabons - something which al of us 
have done on occasion, but which we hope we wont 
do in public
In this case, I rid do it in public -1 said some rather 
silly things without property explaining myself, which 
probably led several people to gasp in 
astonishment at my apparent narrow
mindedness. In Real Life there is 
seldom the opportunity to put hght the 
rather lazy and stupid comments one 
might have made, or to explain oneself 
more fully so as to correct 
misunderstandings. However, a journal like Focus 
does offer such an opportunity and I'm going to take 
it' So. here is a proper explanation for my rather 
swingeing statements on that panel in Glasgow

First, all of those millions of people who weren't at 
the panel <ie 99 99% of the readers of this article) are 
no doubt wondenng what l said Well, it sounds pretty 
innocuous really, but my fateful deed was to admit 
without reservation that I do self-censor my work and 
that I accept that as an unavoidable aspect of being a 
writer.

At this point, there was a general Sharp Intake Of 
Breath Does she reatty restrict her self-expression in 
case her teenage daughters read it? Oh, horror! What 
hypocrisy! How can she ever be a truthful writer if she 
worries about silly things like that? Yes, that is how it 
came across, and the argument quickly became so 
entangled it was difficult to unwrap myself from my 
own gross overstatement - so I let it go. But, 
afterwards, it continued to bug me I hadn't meant to 
sound so parochial and bourgeois but I did. and there 
you have it

Right, that’s what I said, and this is why I said it

Good art is, or should be. about truth Truth is 
scary Sometimes not even the very person who 
voluntarily chooses to engage with it, le the artist 
her/himself, can face up to the difficulties it brings. All 
of us, without exception, have our own bete noir- and 
indeed even that very phrase causes problems in the 
connotations of racism it carries.

When we write about delicate issues - sex, race, 
gender, disability, class etc - we immediately face 
problems of prejudice within and outside of ourselves.
of vocabulary - which words to use and which to shy 
away from, and. worst of all perhaps, of plain inhibition Nowhere is this 
last more evident than in the three dots

'He took her in his arms and she closed her eyes in bliss dot dot 
dot*

‘Suddenly there was a knife in her hand and then everything went 
black dot dot dot:

■Weirdo certainly was the strangest alien Bill had ever seen. No 
words could descnbe that ugly face dot dot dot ‘

No words could descnbe it? Really? What is your job as a writer 
supposed to be then, if not to ‘find' the right words?

Dot dot dot
Of course we should all demand the truth and nothing but the truth 

from writers, but in the real world this is highly unlikely to happen. If, for 
example, I asked my class to produce 1,000 words on the subject of 
Shit, I suspect that many of them (not all!) would find this extremely 
hard to do and they would defend themselves by accusing me of setting 
a ridiculous and unnecessary exercise Yet if I asked them to write a 
thousand words on Food, they'd do it without a murmur Why? It's the 
same stuff, only in two different forms

Of course, we know why - it's because our cultural mores prevent 
us from seeing some things clearly and without prejudice That's how 
society is, and it's unrealistic to expect anything else

But we must, of course, at least try to overcome such inhibitions 
(For more about shit, see James Joyce's Ulysses)

Here are a few examples of situations where writers have practised 
self-censorship. Do you recognize yourself here?

In her important work Silences 
(Virago), Tillie Olsen fists the many 
writers who have been unable to fulfill 
their potential for all sorts of reasons 
One such was Herman Melville, who 
after Moby Dick wrote nothing for 
thirty years until retirement, when he 
embarked upon Billy Budd but didn't 

have the time to finish it 
before he died. Melville 
suffered from two 
oppressions common to 
writers: (a) the need to 
earn a living wage and (b) 
the fact that his writing 

was too complex and difficult to 
attract a popular audience As he 
rushed to finish Moby Dick he was 
already writing to Hawthorne

I am so pulled hither and thither by 
circumstances The silent grass
growing mood by which a man ought 
always to compose. - that, I fear, can 
seldom be mine. Dollars damn me 
What I feel most moved to write, that 
is banned, - it will not pay. Yet, 
altogether, write the other way I 
cannot. So the product is a final 
hash..

Melville tried to fulfill himself through 
writing but in the end chose to give it 
up for a third of his life Some might 
say that if he’d really wanted to do it. 
he would have found a way - lived in 
poverty and neglect, perhaps, and 
scribbled by meagre candlelight in a 
cold attic - but this only subscribes to 
another trap - the romantic image of 
artist as tortured soul

Olsen discusses writers who have 
been silenced by race, gender, 
political oppression, publishing 
trends., there is no room here to 
summarise all of her valuable work 
save to heartily recommend it.

A student who confessed to me that 
she did not dare to write because 
every time she started a story she 

produced some piece of gross horror in which a husband 
and children are horribly tortured and mutilated She was 
afraid that if her family read this stuff they would think she 
wanted it to happen to them, so instead she chose to dam 
the stream of blood from her pen by writing nothing at all

3 The people who don't dare to write in case it turns out to be 
crap - you know who you are1 Come on. get on with it The 
first sentence is always the hardest, and after all, you never 
have to show it to a living soul if you don't want to

4 The people who tell lies in their writing, who avoid difficult 
subjects and outcomes, who are coy and unadventurous. 
Usually found on the best-seller lists, airport bookstalls, and 
supermarkets

5 Those who are afraid to write about taboo subjects in case 
their readers think they've actually done these awful things - 
and maybe they have Or maybe they just enjoy imagining 
them Or maybe they need to imagine in order to understand 
Whatever the reason, they are terrified of their own ferocity 
(see 2)

Sometimes it’s not a question of what you write, but of who you 
show it to - although of course publication makes this something of an
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academic point
Fantasy author Freda Warrington told me that in the past her father 

has always proof-read her manuscripts for her. but recently her work 
has taken a more dangerous tone and she now feels reluctant to show it 
to him Indeed, many writers are afraid of the opinions of their family 
and friends, although in some cases it s the other way around Novelist 
Stevie Smith was notorious for writing up the minutiae of her friends' 
lives and then publishing it as fiction warts and all It was well-known 
that after a day out with Stevie you could expect to find your family 
arguments related almost word-for-word and portrayed in a perhaps 
less than flattenng light1

So can the three dots sometimes be a good idea?
I discussed this with a friend and colleague Gregory Woods, the 

distinguished gay critic and poet His collection of poems We Have the 
Melon (Carcanet) shocked some reviewers with its graphic 
descnptions of homosexual encounters and I asked him how such 
responses affect his writing, and whether he applies self-censorship to 
his work. He was unequivocal in his reply,

"Of course. I'm always compromising My poetry is certainly 
sexually explicit, but it is also very controlled, and I censor myself in 
terms of political outlook - I'm careful to be consciously positive ’

But when the collection was published, he found himself criticised 
by women who felt personally excluded from such a male book. Many of 
their objections focused on the way he describes sex:

"/ use a vocabulary that I use when talking about sex with other 
gay men I wouldn t talk about having sexual intercourse' with 
someone -1 would talk about fucking them ’

Doesn't such accurate reporting cause problems in terms of style?
"/ feel I've got to use the vernacular, but I know it will shock some 

readers I think the best way to deal with this is to make the work 
extremely technically accomplished '

He makes the important point that "If you want to shock people in 
your writing you have to do it better than other writers ’

But he also feels lying is an essential component of the writer's 
toolbag

"It used to be accepted that writing is a conceit, just a construction, 
but when D H Lawrence and others insisted it should be honest they 
promoted the idea that the wnter must irrevocably be inked to their 
work In fact, the Writer as Liar is a perfectly acceptable position '

Perhaps the best thing to do is actually believe in your own lies and 
be done with It In The Agony and the Ego (Penguin) Belfast author 
Brian Moore quotes the German poet Novalis. who wrote "the greatest 
sorcerer would be the one who cast a spell on himself to the extent of 
taking the creations of his imagnation for autonomous apparitions, as 
we do in our dreams"

And Moore himself completely contradicts the Stevie Smith 
approach when he says:

"For me, fiction is not the story of my life or the lives of people I 
have known It is a struggle to write novels which wH in some way 
reflect my own experience through the adventures of my characters, 
novels which permit me to re-examme beiefs I no longer hold and 
search for some meaning in my life ’

And it is here that I begin to feel at home, in the country where the 
novel of ideas reigns supreme Bnan Moore reminds us that fiction is 
FICTION - it's made up, it's imaginary Its purpose is not to tell the truth 
about the writer s actual experience but to translate that knowledge and 
expenence into something else hopefully something more

When I want to write my autobiography. I'll do that But right now I 
want to make up stories

That panel at Intersection did me a service in that it made me go 
away and think hard about self-censorship, and it made me read up on 
it. and it made me talk to other writers about it. And these are my 
conclusions:

1 Think before you speak - especially in large public arenas!

2 Continue to push at the boundaries, but embrace and enjoy 
the time-honoured role of Liar where appropriate and without 
guilt.

3 Remember that all art is processed from experience Raw 
experience, while it makes the best material, is not art. It is

4 Fiction is not real, it only pretends to be. That is the pact 
between author and reader, and it depends upon a 
consensus that the truth we find through fiction is of a 
different order to the truth of reality

5 To be a writer is to submit to self-exposure - it goes with the 
territory And although the reader will always draw 
conclusions about your personal life, it is a comfort to know 
they usually get it wrong No. you didn’t wear bottle-green 
knickers at school, but you did actually poison your 
headmistress!

Finally, the book I'm working on now is about virtual sex on the 
Internet. Some of it's true and some of it's made up When it is 
published people will almost certainly ask me which is which, so I'd 
better be prepared

■Well,’ I shall probably say. ’dot dot dot..."!

Pearls Before Swine
by Caroline Dunford

The cats are finally escaping from the museum Richard's lover, 
now a yellow haired lumberjack explains, in the courtyard of a giant 
farm, that for the sake of his spiritual awareness he has to travel to the 
States and screw several American women and thus their relationship 
must end

God. how ridiculous, thinks Richard
His lover's name is Carole She has hair the colour of bitter 

cinnamon and has never before expressed any interest in tree felling 
nor he realizes with a sudden, blinding insight, has she been a man

Richard considers that perhaps he might be in a dream But the 
blue of Carole's eyes, the smell of his/her tobacco breath and the soft 
whisking of fur around his ankles tell him this is real

Fuck, he thinks, oh fuck, they ve changed the rules again
There is an insistent, irritating bleep, bleep, bleeeep Richard 

almost believes that his alarm clock is made from the recycled parts of 
a police siren and that it now hates him for being part of a something so 
unimportant as a coffee machine. The coffee smells sweeter than 
normal With a sigh Richard opens his eyes and rolls over Carole is 
beside him Her hair the colour of pale honey and smells of roses. She 
smiles and whispers ■Paul...’. Yesterday his name was Matthew

The shower spray falls clear, but on landing the drops splatter into 
purple, red, blue and green, so that his body is covered in liquid flowers 
As they slide from the skin they tum to leaves and are sucked up by an 
air intake by his left foot. Richard knows all of this is quite normal He 
looks out of the window and is relieved to see the sky. One day he was 
on Mars. It was the most terrifying twenty hours Richard had spent 

since this began. He had not known what to do should something 
pierce the house’s protective skin He did not known vacuum drill And 
regardless of anything, Richard believes if he thinks he is going to die, 
he will After the shower he dresses and heads into the city to see his 
doctor He is curious to know where he will live today

Dr Goldsworth rarely disappoints Today he lives at the top of an 
ivory tower which stretches five miles up. beyond the clouds and which 
can only be reached by silver chariots drawn by magnificent, winged 
grey stallions Richard tells him this and he laughs, tells his patient it 
must have been the book he was reading in bed last night

At this morning's appointment he is dressed m the black gown of a 
pnest He circles Richard several times carrying a lit candle, sprinkling 
holy water in his eyes, reading from a book of love poems and nnging a 
small bronze bell, which has a surprisingly deep and rich voice After 
about an hour he stops and sits down opposite Richard, his eyes yellow 
and unblinking, staring like some giant owl.

■Well Richard,’ he says - Dr Goldsworth always gets his name 
right

’Well Richard, your motor-neuron responses to the light-show are 
more stable than they have been since the beginning ‘

It takes Richard a moment to understand what he is saying; his 
concentration is focused on his hands which are quietly, and with a little 
pain, growing long white feathers from the palms. Richard has a 
sudden absurd fear he will turn into a chicken and no longer be able to 
understand the shifts Dr Goldsworth sees the alarm in his eyes and 
smiles in a reassuring surgeonly way.
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'I am saying, Richard, that I believe your condition may soon 
become operable *

Richard smiles back, but not with any degree of enthusiasm Dr 
Goidsworth already knows his views on this topic The good doctor 
does not understand his condition but he believes that when it stabilizes 
he will be able to remove the offending part of Richard's brain and 
return him to mundane reality Personally Richard would offer equal 
odds that he is merely trying to bullshit his way into his brain cavity so 
he can get a good gander at whatever is going on tn there Then he’ll 
write a paper, become famous and Richard will probably have a very 
nice funeral.

Richard knows he should be grateful that the 
doctor is trying to help him. At least he was a priest 
today Priests are meant to help people, aren’t they? 
Unfortunately he could have been Torquemada for 
all Richard knows. His history is generally poor and 
his ecclesiastic history next to non-existent

One of the main problems of his condition is that 
it is impossible to reference data on paper or 
screen Its not as if he's going to see it, now, is it?

Richard heads back to the house wondering 
what he will find One bizarre morning he returned 
to find he was living in the brightly coloured garden 
house, that used to feature in a particularly popular 
children’s television senes But today it is a 
glasshouse, he thinks Carole must be angry with

How has he kept sane through all these long 
days, months, shifting millennia? Carole. Carole. 
Talking to Carole. He can still hardly believe that 
she stayed with him After all to all intents and 
purposes he's as nutty as a fruit cake - and Carole 
is a very pretty girl. They met, when the world was normal, in a quiet 
wine bar, which both of them were using to escape from riotous 
business Christmas parties. Richard hates his publishers at the best of 
times and a drunk publisher is not a person with whom he willingly 
spends more than five minutes. As Richard owes these men and 
women his living he does not feel he can hit them, so he always leaves 
parties early. Carole, it seemed, also had an aversion to drunken 
colleagues so they met over a particularly fine Nuits St George, and by 
the time the bottle was drunk to the dregs they were in love Richard 
had been in love ever since, he hopes Carole feels the same But how 
do you ever know what someone is thinking, how do you ever know ri 
someone truly loves you’

Richard hates to be a writer unable to use a pen without it turning 
into a carnivorous mushroom

Carole is waiting for him In the cool, blue pond, that was once their 
kitchen.

"How did it go, beloved?"
She is naked. Richard wonders if this is his mind being wishful or 

an invitation. She looks him straight in the eye, so he perches on the 
edge of the pool and pretends to be laconic. They have only been 
together seven months

"Today, be lived at the top of a tower and I flew on Pegasus to 
reach him."

She claps her hands together, her mouth forms a perfect oval of 
desire and her eyes are bnghter than shooting stars

"Oh. God how wonderful." she breathes "Sometimes I wish I 
could see what you see my love You are the last of the great 
magicians "

Carole has always romanticised his illness In darker moods he 
wonders if she would have stayed with him, if his brain had not 
overloaded on dreams

*1 would not wish this curse on anyone *
*lf this were a fairytale I would be the phncess who could lift your 

curse, my love *
Richard kisses her gently, staring down into these childish, loving 

eyes, wondering as he often does, how she sees the world.
Carole and he had a theory once that what he saw was merely the 

perceptions of different people, a sort of psychic response. But as the 
illusions became more and more bizarre, it was an idea they had to 
discard She sits back, looks at him pensively and he knows the next 
part of their daily ritual is about to commence.

"I've been thinking," says Carole, "that your illness might be due to 
television*

Usually he can follow her thought patterns but today her logic 
confounds him He thinks of television, all those endless sitcoms, 
paperthin dreams and sexual-psychotic fantasies

"I don't understand *

"We live in a world where it is normal to indulge daily in pictorial 
fantasies and stories We watch screen plays, we imagine ourselves 
inside the programme I believe there are now even interactive 
television programmes where the story is show from the viewer’s 
perspective and where you can choose the direction of the plot"

Richard smiles
"These so called interactive programmes have been around for 

several years but being the daughter of a dusty academic, you 
obviously would have no truck with these "

Carole's father was a professor at the local university He is dead 
now, and Richard has never asked her what his field was He 
assumes it was law, considering the size of the house he left her 

"But don't you get my point?' She passes him a tiny crystal 
vessel filled with ice-cold sherry The liquid slides honey warm 
across his tongue, she has never looked so beautiful.

’’Brought up in this dream culture, the deadly mind-altering 
leisure time craze has robbed you of your sense of perspective" 

“So what I have is an organic brain disease caused by over 
exposure to television Carole, I’ve never watched that much tv 
There are lots of telly addicts out there who, according to the 
medical profession, are far more sane than I.*

She lowers her sapphire eyes to her glass and the liquid 
changes colour in admiration

"No. no, I didn't mean you. I meant you are a product of our 
time that all of us a long time ago lost our reality Maybe you 
aren't ill, but merely recapturing the truth"

It is a lovely, romantic idea The fact that she is lying disturbs 
him greatly When Carole ties, there is a slight nervous tick 
under her left eye. This is something she seems completely 
unaware of - and again, Richard has never spoken of it to her 

Dr Goidsworth and Richard are almost sure that what he 
sees is the reflected dreams of others. It is only that the dreams 

he sees, have not necessarily yet been dreamt. But even after six 
months of illness he still asks every morning, every night and every 
unthinking moment the same litany; Why me, God. why me? And why 
four short weeks after I met the most wonderful girl in the world, who I 
love more than my own soul.

The answer is, even to the besotted Richard, quite obvious It is 
Carole who is doing this to him Yet, if she is doing it knowingly then 
she is the possessor of an iron will and complete, cool deception If 
she is doing it knowingly, he will love her more and more as he heads 
slowty. inexorably, towards his final destruction For Richard believes 
that one day there will be nothing left of him but a dream A dream 
that anyone may have Perhaps he will visit you tonight, a ghostly lover 
And if he is a dream, he will be, as Carole thinks of him. the best lover 
in the world

For three weeks Richard has been very depressed But today he 
discovered something great and marvellous Listen.

For some time both Carole and the good doctor have tried to get 
him to have another brain scan. The first, which Richard had when 
there were only short visions, showed a strange growth, small, black 
and nubby on the scan In the world Richard Inhabits to see is to 
believe. If there was a giant tumour growing on his brain, by refusing to 
see it, he hopes in some primitive and superstitious way, to deny its 
existence or al least its possible power of death

This morning he fainted at a bus station, when a number sixteen 
became a large, unfriendly and firebreathing dragon This afternoon 
Richard awoke in what he believes to be a hospital although at times it 
resembles more a space station The view from the window is quite 
absorbing In fact it is so wonderful Richard does not think that he has 
the imagination to have created it

In this hospital they did not know him, nor the condition he has He 
was unconscious and unable to tell them He was also unable to 
prevent them from taking a brain scan

The doctor is young, excited, in his mid twenties and is unaware of 
the marvellously long furry tail which pokes out from under his 
immaculate white coat. He regards Richard with awe.

"Sir, this is quite stunning. Quite, quite stunning."
Richard gazes at him from under the smothering layers of mild 

medication
"Am I going to die?" He asks.
The doctor looks blank for a moment He is so caught up with his 

discovery, that he has quite forgotten that this man might be concerned 
as to why he fainted. The fainting of course, is unimportant. Oh how 
he wishes the consultant would hurry1 He needs to share this news 
with someone who will understand

"No, no sir Please, don't concern yourself People faint all the 
time, probably something you had for breakfast"

Even to the doctor s ears this sounds foolish He was never very 
good with patients, so he blunders on. flushing slightly
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"Of course, we were concerned. We did the routine checks and I 
can assure you, you are as healthy as a man half your age. But it was 
your brain scan that really excited us. It is quite marvellous. Amazing."

Richard’s face registers alarm and the doctor misunderstands him.
"No, don't worry, your medical card is good for all treatment you 

have received today. Anyway, guess what is in the middle of your 
brain? There is one enormous pearl.”

Richard looks at the doctor as if it is him who is mad.
"A pearl?"
The doctor almost jumps with excitement. “Well, it isn’t I suppose 

strictly speaking a pearl I mean you're hardly an oyster."
He laughs in a tight, over excited way.
"But it's as near a pearl as damn it. I mean if it could be removed 

by surgery, it would be worth a small fortune.”
Richard's world swims round him, in an altogether novel fashion. 

He thinks fast. Something he has not allowed himself to do for some 
time. He sweeps away assumptions and sentiment from his strangely 
decorated mind and he knows what he must do. In fact, he thinks he 
has probably known for some time. He thanks the doctor kindly and 
asks for the scan pictures.

"I'm sorry sir, but you must understand these are medical papers; it 
is unlikely you would understand the pictures."

The doctor is politely sure of himself. To Richard the man is 
changing from Devil to Angel and back before his eyes as regularly as 
an AC/DC current.

“You did say, didn't you, that my insurance covered all the fees,” 
Richard asks the Devil.

“Well, yes," says the Angel suddenly unsure of itself.
"So as I pay my insurance, the scans must therefore be mine.

Please fetch them for me, before I have to make a fuss."
Richard is so quiet and sure of himself and he looks so like the 

doctor's tyrannical (and unfortunately deceased) father, that inside two 
hours Richard is walking along the street, the scans tucked neatly 
under his arm, a free man. However, he obviously cannot go home

He still does not understand how or what is exactly going on, but he 
thinks as he walks. Under his feet the paving slabs turn to pigeons and 
flyaway.

Somehow Carole is doing this to him. He thinks it is probably a 
drug. Perhaps she is working for Dr Goldsworth. If she intended to 
grow a pearl in his brain, it is no use to her unless she can get it out 
The good doctor, keen to write his paper, is the likely answer. He has 
no idea at all how Carole knew what to do. Or perhaps it is Goldsworth 
who designed the drug. He does not think he will ever know.

Two old women chattering avidly, shed shopping, clothing and 
finally skin, before they take off into the sky, still chattering, as giant 
dragonflies.

Richard decides that Carole's daily ritual of telling him theories was 
her way of trying to let him know what was going on. He decides to 
believe she was somehow under the power of the doctor. It is easier to 
love her and let her go like that. If she were simply a clever villain 
Richard thinks that perversely he would still love her. If she is already 
under the domination of another man, then she is tainted and weak

Richard sits down on a park bench and cries a little He feels his 
tears, hard diamonds, slide down his cheeks, but when they hit the 
ground they shatter into a thousand tiny fragments; he did love her very 
much.

But Richard is a survivor. And deep inside him burns a resentment; 
he was being used in much the same way that a drug smuggler might 
use a mule. But unlike a mule, he wasn't even asked.

He thinks he knows why they chose him. Richard is a good writer. 
He dreams of one day being a great writer. He has been called the 
greatest writer of the decade by one leading western paper. He thinks 
this is foolish, but Carole or the good doctor might have believed the 

thick, sugar-coated publicity that was pumped upon the world shortly 
before the release of his latest novel. Obviously, pearls will only grow in 
the brains of those who create stories; those who are receptive to the 
dreams and hopes and ambitions of the rest of the world.

For a moment Richard wishes he knew what the drug they gave him 
was. If he could continue to write those dreams... but then he laughs to 
himself. He has always known the dreams, that is what he has written. 
The drug merely turned what was imagination into material form.

How fascinating.
And then Richard gets an idea so powerful the world around him 

bucks wildly as if shaken by some tremendous earthquake.
What the doctor and his lady have failed to see, is that if a drug can 

make a dream real, if the material can turn the imaginative into reality, 
then in an equal and opposite reaction, the imaginative must be able to 
affect the real.

Mustn't it?
Actually Richard doesn't know. What he does know is the title of 

his next novel.
Richard contacts his agent and makes the man fly him to a lonely 

part of New Zealand, telling him he requires complete isolation to write 
his next epic; complete isolation except for the monthly trips to one of 
the best hospitals in the world.

So Richard flies across the moon's mirror and the jealous clouds 
bound forever in the air, turn into angry swans that peck at the plane 
tossing and turning the fragile structure until finally, tired, shaken and 
alone, Richard is deposited at the grey and cold airport. Within an hour 
he is airborne again. He sits trembling, ignoring the friendly overtures 
of the pilot, who does not know he has changed into a purple ape.

In the jungle I will go mad, thinks Richard. But what else is there 
for me to do. I have lost everything.

And then he gives in to self pity and weeps, weeps for days, so that 
even the birds avoid his treehouse.

The sun rises and falls indifferent to his distress. The clouds 
skitter past, laughing. Beasts pad by without looking up. Richard's 
fantasies grow more and more bizarre, until finally they settle into a 
regular pattern. Divorced from all he has ever known, the images and 
pictures of his life incorporate scenes from the wet, smoking greenery 
and strange bestial voices below, and then settle in a cloud of sand. 
Richard recognizes the change, the shift away from the influence of 
others; he is finally in control Richard seizes the chance with both 
hands. He has lost two stones in weight.

The leaves outside his window are sharp silver knifes. Richard 
smiles at them, knowing them for his own.

In the hot and uncomfortable treehouse, Richard writes his greatest 
novel. When it is finished, he reads it over and knows it will put his 
name among the greats forever. His final monthly scan confirms what 
he suspects, the pearl is gone, worn away to nothing, the essence of all 
it contained lodged in the manuscript.

As the helicopter lifts him from his jungle prison, Richard feels 
reborn; he sees the world now as he saw it before he met Carole and 
now he is unusual among men for he will never wish for any of his 
dreams to come true. As he heads back to his native country, a shoal 
of whales leap from the sea, part of creation's dance and Richard 
laughs at the naturalness of this surprise. Shortly before he lands, he 
experiences a moment’s guilt. He thinks he was right that the 
imaginative can affect the material - or at least that he could while the 
side effects of the drug remained in his body. So he thinks it is 
possible that the story he wrote could become true; transfer from the 
pages of the imagination to reality.

Then he shrugs off the ridiculousness of the idea. His work, good 
though it is, is nothing more than a Gothic horror tale of a girl and a 
medical man, who invent a drug which drives them both insane.

Richard thinks it will sell very well.
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teve Jeffery
The letter from John 

Brunner has a ternble 
poignancy with the sad news from 
the Intersection Worldcon I have to 
bow to John Brunner’s rather better 
furnished reference library, but I 
know Bimbo was (perhaps also) a 
slightly later comic strip than the
1940s, possibly from the 60s/early 70s. If I can remember 
it from childhood, and I’m sure it was a little boy in that 

Also, we mustn't forget the 
financial considerations 
producing a magazine containing a 
reasonable number of stones of a 
reasonable length would not be 
cheap Realistically, the only way 
we could afford to do it would be to 
either up the membership fees or 
cut back on one of the other titles

alternatively, we have to sell the magazine which is all 
well and good but we still have to find the money to 

case
Words, despite their etymological origins, keep 

changing meanings Or are deliberately hi-jacked, adding 
an unfortunate twist to bygone works. Even at school it 
was hard to read "Oh my Archie, he is so gay" from a Gilbert and 
Sullivan operetta without having the class crack up (And no. I don't 
want hundreds of suggestions about the possible origins of "crack up" 
either)

The response on Research was really good I must admit, unless 
I have reason otherwise that I assume that research is accurate and 
that the author is not just winging it Unless it’s something you know 
about, you have to take a certain amount on trust I know, for example, 
that it might be possible to see the rooftops of Penvale and Greenford 
from the old Hanwell asylum, as Gil does in Brian Stableford's Carnival 
of Destruction Having lived there (the asylum? well, the hospital 
grounds that stand on that site now) I can stretch imagination to ignore 
the Greenford flyover and high rise office blocks and shopping centre of 
Ealing

Elsewhere, as in the fascinating info dumps on the genesis of 
hurricanes in John Barnes' Mother of Storms, I am tempted to trust 
Barnes rather more than, perhaps, Michael Fish.
[John Brunner's death was a shock to many, it was an eerie 
feeling knowing that we might have published his last letter of 
comment] ZZZZZ

ark Plummer responds to suggestions that the BSFA 
Jrj^ set up a fiction magazine:

< Just flicking through the latest Focus and I come
across Michael Jetley s letter which then sends me back to Focus 27 
to check out the letter from A J Fielding that elicited the comment in 
the first place

The subject of a BSFA fiction magazine seems to keep cropping 
up. Perhaps we should do a bit of research into the sort of people who 
call for such a publication as somehow I suspect that the vast majority, 
if not all, of them just so happen to have stories they'd like to see 
published there. Do any of the members who are not aspiring writers 
wish to see such a publication? The simple fact is that there are 
already a fair few magazines out there publishing short fiction. Most of 
them don't pay. and most of them don't come out very regularly and 
then die after a few issues anyway, but for each one that does die 
there's usually another one coming along to take its place This seems 
Io me to be the appropriate place for writers to seek to get their stones 
published

The suggestion that any magazine we publish be weighted against 
those writers who have published elsewhere in favour of first-timers is 
err, interesting The reason why these writers have been published 
elsewhere is presumably because at least one editor thinks their stuff is 
good and publishable Mr Jetley seems to be suggesting that the BSFA 
should be publishing those people who either haven't bothered to 
submit elsewhere or whose matenal has been rejected, and that we 
should do so as some kind of service to aspiring authors. I fail to see 
how a BSFA fiction magazine of the kind he is suggesting would be a 
"publishing ‘stepping stone'", it strikes me that it might even be a 
disadvantage to be published in magazine that is effectively advertising 
itself as the magazine of second-rate science fiction' Mr Jelley seems 
to think that pursuing the policy he sets out would not result in a 
magazine containing sub-standard fiction I fail to see how it can lead 
to anything else

Parlour get it printed and then there's the hassle of actually 
distributing and selling it I would rather see BSFA 
resources directed at non-fiction works, such as Paul
Kincaid's A Very British Genre, for which there isn’t 

really any other potential outlet
Personally, as a BSFA member who doesn't write fiction and has 

no senous ambitions to do so, I see no need for a BSFA fiction 
magazine (I have enough difficulty keeping up with the magazines I 
already get) If however, it were to be decided Io go ahead with such a 
publication I would like to think that the editor(s) would try to get the 
best material available and not operate something that is little more than 
a vanity press
[What do other members, writers and non-writers alike, think? 
Should the BSFA be producing a fiction magazine for its 
members?] 

oward Watts
I have only one idea for an article at the moment - 

Writers' Mood Music. I’ve used various pieces of music to 
stimulate the flow of electricity through the creative corridors of my 
ponderous brain over the past few years Classical pieces are a must 
for me, as are the film soundtracks I’ve collected I have a friend who 
writes for the Belgian magazine Soundtrack, and he was recently 
asked by a novelist to compile a list of mood pieces for the writer to 
listen to whilst hammering away at the keyboard Interestingly enough 
an article in section 2 of The Guardian - Tuesday October 3rd - 
discussed classical music's sensual side The article pointed out that 
Rachmaninov s Second Piano Concerto was used to enhance scenes 
of passion between Trevor Howard and Celia Johnson in the forties 
romance Brief Encounter Ravel’s Bolero- was used in the film Ten. 
and Cher and Nicolas Cage's romance was augmented by a Puccini 
opera during the film Moonstruck

Okay, this is film I'll admit it and only discusses the possibility of a 
hidden sensual side to classical music But are there any Focus 
readers out there who listen to a background score to enhance their 

creative moods in other 
areas? If so, share with us 
the nocturnes, fugues or 
rhapsodies (including 
bohemian, if that’s what 
kicks you into gear) you 
listen to whilst creating your 
alien eco-systems, character 
conflicts, SF situations and 
themes I'll start the baton 
waving Over the past few 
months to help me dunng the 
correction of my first novel, 
I’ve listened to a combination 
of the soundtrack to the film 
Stargate, (great score, 
shame about the film) an 
album by Yes, entitled Talk, 
in particular the track, 'Real 
Love', and Grieg's Peer 
Gynt Suite

Let's hear from you, 
prestissimo1
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by Chris Morgan
Take off at two - come down before breakfast.
First I saw your hands, slim icicles, all silver- 
banded;
Rude to turn and stare across the seat 
between,
So I smiled, said Good morning, to find you 
ogling me
From behind your shades. Bleached hair, I 
thought,
And strawberry lips and nails; a short dress cut 
From the sea, animated by the light. A hot 
night,
You said. Cabin dimmed and all reclined, only 
screens
Moving in their synchronised mime; the others 
dozed
We leaned together and whispered nothings, 
sounding
Each other’s depths, until your hand, your 
hand..

Stepping on the cracks of good intentions, I 
took
The long walk first; nobody looked; no cabin 
staff cared
When you joined me There safe (I thought) 
behind the bolt.
We mimed our desperation like the sunbathers 
we re not
Your eyes revealed the truth - no bleach at all -
And our third, blind eyes soon met, one on 
one;
Cream and coffee slid across each other's 
interfaces
In a pure white coffin designed for one, at 
Thirty thousand feet. Two weeks later, the 
holes
You left in my neck are still not healed
And my eyes seem red from sleeping in the 
day.

Poetry Competition

Blink
by Chris Morgan
Look closely:
Imagine a theatre curtain of the old sort, 
Crinkling at intervals as it's raised by ropes. 
This curtain is dark green, not velvet;
Stubbled with warty protuberances, the whole 
thing
Small, only a foot across. And behind it no
stage,
But an eye: the white is yellow, the iris red, 
And the pupil a slit of jet, darker than black, 
Full of images lovingly stored over centuries, 
Of napalmed villagers, black-buboed corpses 
By the thousand, cats nailed to trees, women 
tom
Apart on the rack, the charnel pits of 
Auschwitz.

Listen hard:
Imagine the slight creak of old leather, 
The louder crack of joints unused for years, 
As a mighty bulk reacts, stands up, 
Approaches with elephant's gait (just a ruse) 
So you feel the impact of footfalls vibrating. 
But inside the stirrup and anvil of his ear 
Are noises past, remembered now for 
pleasure. 
Of the screams of men castrated, women 
dipped
In boiling oil, babies moved by shovel, 
Of dive-bombers, machine-gun fire, explosions, 
And the odd crunch of a live skull bursting.

Wait a moment
He moves with unnatural speed despite his 
mass,
For he is not a human giant; more and less 
Than a monster yes, call him dark angel, 
For he is sublime in his own nether realm, 
Exquisite in the infliction of pain, perceptive 
Of the weaknesses of us all. You may think 
To avoid him, but too late: the demon eye 
Has blinked and demon ear heard, while I 
Have delayed you sufficiently with my words 
To earn a commission in kind, and you will 
become
Just another exhibit in his museum of torment.
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Results
Judge's decision
I thought all the poems were very good, but my three favourites were Killing Lizards, Red 
Eye and Blink.

It was hard to choose which one I thought was the best of these, as they all contained 
brilliant imagery and their construction was very neat. In the end, knowing I had to make 
a decision I gave first place to Blink, as its images made the most impact on me. Second 
was Red Eye and third Killing Lizards - although there really was very little between them.

To me, a good poem invades the mind with vivid pictures, as well as caresses the eye 
with a smooth connection of words. Although all three finalists achieved this, Blinks 
imagery was immensely strong, and the poet wove their pattern of words with confidence 
and dexterity.

If any of the poets who entered the competition would be interested in contributing to 
the fanzine I'm involved in - Visionary Tongue - we'd be more than happy to hear from 
them!

Best wishes.

The first prize, of Storm's poetry collection Coiurastes goes to 

Chns Morgan: Congratulations' Well done also to runner-up 

Mike Mason who receives a copy other Elemental Tale And 

thanks to all the rest of you who took part

The Editors

Killing Lizards
by Mike Mason
Forty years a Sailing Master: 
Trawling the seas on twenty worlds;
Finding fish to feed the Settlers: 
Killing lizards; dreaming girls. 
Never once in all those duties 
Anything resembling Man 
(Using tools or making fire) 
Ever crawled up from the sand. 
Now, again, this blood-red mudball, 
Ninety years from Plymouth Sound, 
Purple skies meet auburn waters. 
Hungry Settlers outward bound.
So drop the bucket, full of Glineys; 
Wait for Trailerfish to swarm;
Pull 'em in and kill the lizards; 
And dream of girls - same old form!
I lost some fingers here a while back 
(Two? three? centuries, real-time); 
Washed away those severed digits, 
Soundlessly, in scarlet brine.

But, oh, how time comes back to mock me!
Only five of my years gone
Yet, fifty lizard lifetimes later, 
Fish abound where I'd left none.
Bom again in murky waters, 
Newer growths on older hides, 
Trailerfish tow bags of babies: 
Nursemaids to the oceans' tribes. 
And so today, when something novel 
Wnthed and wnggled in its sack 
I dropped a bucketful of Glineys 
Hauled itIn. My spine went slack 
Life was once a simple pleasure 
Slice the bag pull out the fish. 
Dream of girts and kill the lizards 
What more could a plain man wish? 
Until I cut the Trailer open 
Fingers flexing near the gills 
Were those I lost, now growing on 
The dreamy lizard-girl rd killed
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Forum
Writer s Workshops 
by Brian Stableford
The primary purpose of a writer's workshop is to temper the writer’s ego 
- which is to say, to harden it sufficiently to stand up the the rigours of 
rejection and criticism

When you go to a workshop you submit your work to the judgment of 
a jury of your peers, who will tell you what they think of it; this will be 
extremely painful, but it is something you have to learn to endure You 
will never get to like it. any more than boxers ever get to like being 
repeatedly hit in the face, but you will have to get used to it because it 
comes with the territory

The reason why this process is so painful is that your writings (like 
your face) are an element of the image which you present to the world 
they are a part of you, and any criticism of them is a criticism of you 
Unless you are a boxer, people will not often try to hit you in the face, 
and our codes of politeness normally require other people to be fairly 
circumspect about criticising your face but no such diplomacy applies 
to the criticism of your writing Ths is because everyone has the option 
of never showing their writings to anyone else (and. indeed, the option 
of never extending themselves in ths risky fashion at all) If you are to 
be a writer, however, you will have to get into the ring You will have to 
endure constant rejection by editors, usually without comment (which 
hurts) but sometimes explained (which hurts even more) and if you 
manage to get over that hurdle you will either have to endure the total 
indifference of the world at large (which hurts) or read reviews of your 
work (which hurts even more). You are not required by custom to grin 
as you bear all this, but you do have to bear it. and your reaction to it will 
be judged as part of the essential you. in exactly the same way as the 
work It is better to get some practice in a small group before facing up 
to the world entire

It is, of course, a truly horrible thought, but you do have to bear in 
mind the possibility that the criticisms levelled at your work in the 
course of a workshop might be justified, and that even if they are the 
product of a criminally stupid failure to recognise true genius they might 
well be representative of the average response of the world at large 
Your ego needs to be tempered not merely so that you might learn to 
endure necessary pain but also to train it to bend under pressure 
instead of breaking At the end of the day, you can do whatever the hell 
you want, because it's your story, but it's an unfortunate fact that writers 
need readers far more than readers need writers; it's sometimes 
necessary to pay the price required for the privilege of communicating 
with an audience, no matter how grudgingly Even a workshop staffed 
by mean-minded scum (contrary to popular belief, not all of them are) 
can be valuable in this regard

On a more positive note, writer's workshops also give you the chance 
to hone your own critical skills. If you are the kind of person who likes 
to get your retaliation in first (contrary to popular belief, not everyone is), 
they are a godsend. The real hard bastards don't bother with small fry - 
they just get jobs as editors or book-reviewers - but not everyone can do 
that. Anyona can join a writer's workshop

Workshops 
by Pam Baddeley
What constitutes a workshop’ I wondered firstly if an evening class 
where people workshop their material also counts’ And presumably, 
so do postal workshops I've had experience of both of those as well 
as the more formal, residential variety

Frankly, I've found workshopping a rather chequered experience As 
a genre writer of fantasy/dark fantasy (it’s not gory enough to be called 
horror). I've met with disdain or downright dismissal from some tutors - 
for example, on a Hen House course, at my one-to-one with one of the 
two tutors on the first evening, when I gave her my MS to read and 
comment on, she said she had no interest in “that sort of book" An 
Arvon tutor was more subtly off-hand This was not on a SF/Fantasy 

course, I should add but a course supposedly to release creativity by 
meditation and other techniques: in the event, it turned out to be writing 
about your childhood memories, and Lumb Bank was bitterly cold and 
damp even though it was only May' That was truly the workshop from 
Hell with this same tutor preening herself very conspicuously among 
some truly sycophantic behaviour from some of the attendees After 
the initial introductory session where we all talked about what we wrote 
and she was decidedly off-hand at heanng I wrote genre' material 
rather than the 'literary fiction' genre in which she specialises, her 
reaction to my subsequent readings was a tight smile while the other 
attendees received effusive praise

So much for residential workshops! My evening class experiences 
started when I attended an evening class in Creative Writing, simply to 
try and shift a long standing writer's block that was dogging me at the 
time At least the CW course forced me to write something and 
gradually things got moving I had previously gone to another evening 
class, run by a well-known SF author, for SF/Fantasy worksbopping, 
but found it disappointing when the tutor made snide remarks about the 
inferiority of women's writing, how trivial and romantic it was. etc Being 
the only woman on the course. I couldn't help but feel singled out and 
the reaction of one of the attendees did not help my story had a scene 
where one man shot another so he attacked me in my feedback session 
for being a rampant man-hating feminist! I was pretty gobsmacked 
faced with such wildly nonsensical views and eventually packed it in.

Anyway, back to the CW evening class I was pleased when the tutor 
told me she was planning to do a more ambitious course where serious 
writers of a reasonable standard would workshop their material, and 
invited me to join, saying I did not have to submit material for her to vet 
as she was satisfied with what I had produced on the CW course 
Unfortunately, the workshopping course did not work out, mainly 
because despite the joining cntena' it ended packed out with a lot of 
people who were nowhere near publishable standard, and this meant I 
only got one session in the whole 12 weeks at receiving feedback, even 
though two people took turns every week. After this, I had a less than 
satisfactory experience with a writer's circle, still in pursuit of feedback

So, after all this, did I persist? Well, yes, because I joined a postal 
workshop, an Orbiter in fact. This has been more successful. 
Although the feedback is sometimes far apart, taking into account the 
turnaround by the various members, there have been some useful 
comments which I hope will lead to improvements when I revise the 
initial draft of my novel

So, what's the conclusion? Well, I've been fairly unlucky with the 
workshops I've attended in person, though luckier with the postal ones 
which have the advantage of being for like-minded people. Post is less 
immediate, of course, but it's still good for people who work in isolation, 
as writers typically do, to have feedback on their work, especially if they 
are doubtful about something experimental or lack confidence generally 
Even without these concerns, it's good to get a feel for how your work 
could be received, which can sometimes lead to new ideas and ways to 
improve it.

Workshops
by Stuart Falconer
My favourite kind of workshop goes something like this You sit in a 
circle and read each other's story/poem'scnpt'chapter, until everyone 
has read everything Then you take it in turns to comment on each 
piece It s that simple

Actually, it's not that simple I mean, how long does it take you to 
read a text in sufficient detail to make useful and intelligible comments? 
I usually need to read everything twice; occasionally, three times or 
more You might need to take some time to just think about it, away 
from the actual page

That circle of eager faces has been reduced to a metaphor In real 
life you sit at home with a pile of typescripts which you read carefully 
and make notes You need to work out what the writers have tried to 
do. how well they have achieved it. and what went wrong if they didn't 
You develop an eye for the shapes a story makes as it trails its plot 
across your critical faculties, and how those bits stick together Pacing 
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and timing protrude from the smooth pages of a work in progress. Can 
the parts be better assembled and displayed? Are there any obscure or 
illogical parts you think the author should elucidate?

So you go on, until the heap migrates from the in to the out tray 
Then you gather your notes together and ensure they make sense. 
Here the idea of the circle rears its metaphoric head again You parcel 
up the typescnpts and notes and send them to the next person on the 
list, if this is an Orbiter/Mercury type of workshop Or you tuck the 
whole lot under your arm and head for the meeting where you will 
confront the authors whose work you have just 
studied enjoyed/demdished They like the good little co-conspirators 
they are, will have read everything too. including your own offenng. 
Much discussion ensues

Two chief benefits are likely to arise First, you get a pile of crits for 
your work that will give you an idea of the way it is likely to be perceived 
by an editor At the meeting you will have the opportunity to discuss, 
argue and refute where necessary the comments of others, ror 
example, if everyone has missed some subtle point about your piece, 
consider the possibility that you haven't made the point very well. On 
the other hand, if you are writing historical Fiction, remind any earnest 
post-modernists present that there is no way of making characters like 
Attila the Hun or Eric Bloodaxe politically correct, except for comic 
effect. Unfortunately, this facility for exchange of ideas in lacking in 
circulating postal workshops, which necessitates greater rigour in the 
initial reviewing.

The other benefit is less obvious at first, though it will become 
apparent in time. By reviewing all those typescripts you will be learning 
valuable skills which you can apply to your own work As you write 
something you inevitably become too close to it. You know how a 
character or a situation progresses from A to B, but have you made that 
clear to the reader? Equally, you know what motivates a character to 
act in a particular way. but will the reader be aware of this? It is 
necessary to stand back from all those intimacies you have shared with 
your characters and the situation you lumbered them with A good way 
to practise this distancing is by reviewing other people's work.

An extra advantage for those attending meetings is the stimulus you 
get from silting in a room with a group of writers and throwing ideas 
around This is missing from postal workshops, though they will 
provide you with regular deadlines - an important spur to keep turning 
out those pages

It all sounds wonderful, doesn't it? So what Is the catch? From the 
point of view of organising meetings, if the members are living too far 
apart it may not be possible to bring them together Thus organisations 
like Cassandra, which are spread out all over the country, can only run 
postal workshops. Where meetings are possible, make sure you have 
a good organiser in the chair who can keep a meeting running smoothly 
without digressing too much.

Beware of the mutual congratulation society. Writers who have never 
been criticised will never learn anything. If someone comes back at you 
for daring to cast doubts on their natural genius, either you or they are 
in the wrong place. If their view prevails, leave. If not, they will quickly 
lose interest.

That's about it, really. If you haven't tried workshops yet, seek one 
out and see how you like it. It might even make a better writer of you

Thoughts on Workshops 
by Steve Gallagher
Basically they're not for me I know that some people love them, swear 
by them, feel that they get an enormous amount of support from them, 
but I've never been one of their number There's an ego element to it, 
I'm sure But I'm also deeply uncomfortable with the notion of 
circulating material for comment and making comments in turn.

The only thing that gives a writer value is the uniqueness of his or her 
thought And one of the hardest things in the world is to single out what 
you think from the constant roar of what everyone else is expressing. 
I've visited a few writers' circles but always as an outsider to pass on 
whatever I've picked up that may be of practical use, never as a 
workshop participant. If I get asked on that basis, I run and hide.

I know that writers' circles serve a purpose. They're an outlet for the 
recreational writer, like the elderly man I met in Bolton who'd written a 
deeply detailed record of some time spent with his family In his 
retirement caravan. One day, his great-grandchildren will probably read 
it and hear his voice in their heads. Who can argue with the value of 
that?

But a workshop's someethmg else The very term implies the 
production of functional goods for the marketplace In which case. I 
can only say that there's no place ike the marketplace. Rejection is 
free, and it's the most powerful spur to self-analysis and improvement 
that I ever encountered. If you have to turn to others to supply that, fair 
enough. But I have to suggest that a writer who can't or won't do it 
alone is only putting off the day when total self-sufficiency has to kick 
in.

Writers’ Workshops: the Good, the
Bad. and the Utterly Impossible 
by Cherith Ealdry
I'm all for writers' workshops; if nothing else, they put writers in contact 
with other writers. I've attended local authority ones, and informal ones 
in members' homes, I'm in an Orbiter group, and I’ve just started 
organising a similar set-up of postal workshops for the Fellowship of 
Christian Wrtlers. I thought I knew It all, until one day....

The worst workshop I've ever attended was professionally run. The 
leader began by arriving late. He then spent about three quarters of his 
allotted time in playing tapes to us. of material that we might aspire to 
copy. When finally he asked for comments, I gave mine. (I thought it 
was junk, though I expressed myself a bit more tactfully than that). The 
reaction I got showed that we weren't supposed to have opinions of our 
own. only to worship his. He then went round the circle asking us about 
our writing interests, and split us into groups on the basis of what we 
said. He gave us no suggestions about what we might do in these 
groups. My group spent its time (about ten minutes) chatting and 
discovenng a bit more about each other, which was the most interesting 
section of the afternoon Meanwhile the leader visited each group in 
turn I don't know what he said to the others, but to us he 
recommended a book we might read Then our time was up

Since this fiasco I've led a few workshops myself, and I've evolved a 
few ground rules

1 Be punctual
2. Make introductory material brief It's a workshop, not a lecture.
3. Have some way for the participants to get to know each other 

fairly early in the session.
4 Give them something to do.
5. Keep an eye on the time.
6. In discussion, make sure everyone has the chance to join in, and 

respect their opinions.
7. If the structure of the workshop meano that people read out their 

work then find something positive to say. There's always something. 
These last two points apply for participants In workshops as well. I 

try to see the good points in everyone's writing - without being 
completely uncritical - even if it’s a type of writing I've no sympathy with. 
Writers of fantasy and SF probably have to remember this if they're in a 
general workshop. I tend to get a bit irritated in the adult education 
sessions we have here in Reigate, with ladies who did flower arranging 
last year and this year have opted for creative writing - but I try not to 
show it And I've been aware of eyes glazing over when I read, because 
the other participants don’t know the convention I'm writing in, and 
probably don't want to know.

This leads to one of the biggest problems, which is relationships 
within the group If you go to a workshop where you don't know the 
other members, then it's difficult to distinguish between the person who 
genuinely wants criticism, the person who is very nervous and gets 
crushed by it. and the person who won't listen to it anyway. And it's 
difficult to evaluate others' criticism of your work, because you don't 
know what their standards of good writing are. On the other hand, if the 
workshop is an ongoing one, you can make some good friendships, and 
be more helpful about the writing as well, because you get to know each 
other's funny little ways

To balance the horror story at the beginning, I recently attended two 
really good workshops, both on the same day In the first, we had 
objects and pictures to look at, to stimulate a piece of writing. Very 
simple, but it worked. The workshop leader joined in as well, and read 
her work along with ours.

In the afternoon session, the leader was Fay Sampson. She made us 
close our eyes and go on a fantasy journey, guiding us very tactfully so 
that we invented our own material instead of relying on hers. Then we 
discussed what we did and what it told us about the nature of fantasy I 
came away from that day feeling stimulated, challenged, and supported; 
and that's what it's all about

II



Writers Workshops
by Sue Thomason
I have to start off by ‘declaring an interest' I currently co-ordinate the 
Mercury postal writers' workshops organised by Cassandra SF 
Workshop, and before I took that on. I looked after the BSFA's 
equivalent Orbiter postal workshops (The Cassandra workshops were 
directly modelled on Orbiter, and called 'Mercury" because it was hoped 
they'd get round a bit more quickly1)

However, postal writers' workshops are not the sole focus of my 
writing life In fact, I've just dropped out of my Mercury group (the 
women-only group), having circulated seven short stones round the 
group over the last year

The advantages of postal workshops are obvious. Your work gets 
read, and responded to, by other writers, at minimal cost to you and 
them Writing can be a very isolating activity; it can be good to contact 
other writers And many writers do communicate more easily through 
writing than they do face to face

The disadvantages? The frustration of a long wait for the parcel 
when I have a new story I desperately want to show people. The 
frustration of a long wait for the parcel (again) to receive people's 
responses to that story. The guilt and discouragement I feel when the 
parcel arrives weeks before I have anything ready to send round in it.

Subtler problems. What some people really want from writers’ 
workshops is to be told their work is marvellous Unfortunately, other 
people rarely think this. We live in a critical culture, we are trained to 
spot and comment on flaws and imperfections rather than to praise 
what is successful about a piece of writing, or to praise the act of 
creation itself It can be devastating to have your cherished story, the 
labour of weeks/months/years, trashed in a couple of dismissive 
sentences

In fact, many writers are so terrified of this kind of destructive 
criticism that unspoken agreements get set up. "1’11 say nice things 
about your work if you say nice things about mine ’ This happens in 
the Real World of Literature, too. It's called 'forming a body of critical 
opinion' A postal writers' workshop can become a cosy little nng of 
mutual supporters, or a seething hotbed of mutual hatred and jealousy, 
or (most commonly) both at once

I haven't personally found any of the 'you could have written that 
better - like this" comment I've received from workshops over many 
years helpful, at all I usually prefer my version That's why I wrote it 
like that

What I have found helpful are the comments that say "this bit, this 
aspect, worked for me That didn't, because I don't like xyz" I don't 
think there is any One Right Way to write a story. Different people like 
different things. It's interesting to find out what works for who, and why, 
and postal workshops have helped me to do this.

I have several times joined a postal workshop for about a year, and 
then dropped out. Nothing lasts forever There comes a time when I'm 
ready for a change, when I don't have anything fresh and new to say to 
these people, when I feel I know what they'll say about my work - not in 
detail, but I know who will like it, who will hate it, who won't see the point 
I've tried to make but will read something completely different into the 
story A workshop is a tool. When a particular tool isn't useful for a 
particular purpose, I try to find another Or if I get fed up of one activity, 
I put the tool down and go off and do something else Nobody does 
nothing but write

Writers’ Workshops
by Ijoward Watts
I attend a writers' workshop, or rather an informal group meeting, every 
fortnight The group is run by nobody in particular, just five enthusiastic 
individuals who share one great passion writing

We meet in a private room in a sports and social club, the drinks are 
cheap, which is an obvious disadvantage when the time comes for us to 
read our recent pieces of work. One advantage is the alcohol dissolves 
our reading nerves, and makes the evening a light-hearted and relaxed 
affair after all the work is finished.

Work. Our work consists of a twenty minute exercise. We all pick a 
word or phrase and then have to incorporate those words into a body of 
writing Electronic gadgets such as a spell checker or thesaurus are 

not allowed, the idea being to kick our mental gears into operation Try 
it. if you belong to a group or not. you'll be surprised the way your mind 
develops plot and strings together ideas from words which you would 
usually find unappealing and unconnected After this exercise we each 
read out our pieces, then discuss the ideas we've worked upon

Homework is another idea we tackle At the end of the evening we 
discuss then assign ourselves a subject to write about We are very 
particular with each other when it comes to style, by stipulating 
viewpoint sometimes length and making it clear the subject and ideas 
must be covered sufficiently We can be very harsh on each other but 
that's the way we like it After all, there's no point in simply patting each 
other on the back every fortnight The one and only rule is finish the 
work and bring it along' Occasionally I like to limit the word count for 
my homework 1.000 words is a nice length to aim for. so I write the 
idea, then go through the painful process of revision (sorry, didn't mean 
to swear'), cutting out all the extraneous material

Obviously arguments surface in the group Five passionate 
individuals sitting together drinking and talking for three and a half 
hours can only lead to some sort of conflict We all have a lot to say 
But on the whole we tend to argue over other areas of the arts. Film is 
often a great area of disagreement, which I particularly enjoy. I find the 
two week homework deadline is a wonderful way to discipline myself I 
want my work to be the best on the night, so the deadline helps to 
attune my mind to the job in hand. Sometimes my best ideas surface 
while being under pressure from the clock.

There is only one other SF writer in the group This we both find an 
advantage, for our writing must stand on its own feet Sound SF ideas 
are simply not good enough for the non SF oriented members of the 
group, as they are concerned only with the quality of the main literary 
staples such as characterisation, plot, conflict, etc, and the balance of 
those ingredients throughout the stories we read I find this a great 
benefit If you are a member of a writing group which is solely SF. I'd 
urge you to find other writers who are not particularly interested in the 
subject, but are aware of the writing formula Hopefully their view of 
your work will be based purely on your craftsmanship as a wnter who 
wntes SF. and not. which is often the case with the SF fan reading your 
work, as an SF fan who wntes SF Obviously the opposite is also true, 
as I have discovered many plot ideas from writers who are net SF fans

To sum up, I have learnt much from being in the group. If you're not 
a member of such a group, then pop down to your local library (I would 
hope you'd do this from time to time for research anyway) and look on 
the notice boards. If there's not a group advertised, then set one up 
yourself I’ve made some very good friends whose social outings are 
not limited to every other Thursday night As a would-be SF writer, 
there's always something to learn from others

H Writing Workshop Righhnare 
by Graham Joyce
I was employed by a holiday company to run a writing workshop for 
Guardian Readers in Greece Half way through the course it became 
clear that a good number of the participants were in a state of 
unrequited love for other members of the group Worse, they seemed 
to want to use their writing to let each other know One young man 
became moony over a lovely young woman in the group, who in turn 
couldn't take her eyes off a suave fifty-year-old bloke who had come to 
write poetry His wife was funous A lonely civil servant proposed to a 
widowed social worker on only the second day, and spent the rest of the 
week lavishing unwanted gifts on her Meanwhile one member of a 
pleasant lesbian couple became mystenously drawn to me. generating 
all kinds of difficulties The thing was. they all kept writing about it, in 
thinly or thickly disguised stones It was out of control. Then on the 
last night the young man, suffering badly, threatened the young girt that 
he would jump in the harbour if . if she didn't whatever. The girt, in a 
distressed state, asked me for my advice To be honest, I was sick of 
them all by this stage I advised airily that she couldn't be responsible 
for what he chose to do. He jumped

In fact he jumjjed between two closely moored fishing boats The 
impact caused the two boats to close together over his head He didn't 
come up. Suddenly I felt terribly responsible, for failing to teach people 
how to write, for failing to tell people how to be in love or out of love, for 
failing to give the right advice to a young girt, for everything in the whole 
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world. It was ten o'clock at night and I was full of drink myself, but it 
seemed down to me, so I took my shoes and socks off and stripped off 
my shirt and jumped in after him. I couldn't see a thing. I tried to swim 
under the boat, but it was black down there. Then I came up, shook the 

water from my eyes and saw him crawling up the beach about fifty 
yards away. He was still crying.

I was so pissed off.
Then the company asked me to run another writing workshop for 

them in Sicily. I said yes, I would.

Writing for Adults Vs. Writing for Children
by Sherwood Smith

Some Definitions

About eighteen months ago, I saw a posting from a writer on 
Genie's Science Fiction Round Table stating that she was sick and 
tired of rejections from publishers - and she was going to 
commence writing for children. The way she worded her posting 
made her assumptions clear: that adult literature editors were too 
picky, but that writing kidzlit was something any moron could do.

I'd learned when I first started selling children's literature that 
you don't argue with such writers. Anyone actually involved with 
children - librarians, teachers, parents who read - is aware of the 
difficulties of writing good children’s literature. It's other writers, 
unfortunately, who seem to confidently assume that writing for 
children is done by nerdy get-a-lifes who can't make it in a "real" 
market.

As the months sped by, from time to time she’d post an 
aggrieved notice about more rejections; eventually it became clear 
that, though she'd been able to place a couple of her short stories in 
adult markets - to indifferent response - not one of her pieces aimed for 
the children's market had sold. And not too long ago she complained 
that children's literature was closed to newcomers, and went right back 
to circulating her much-rejected adult fantasy trilogy.

I think I know where this attitude comes from. It's not just the 
seeing of these skinny little kidzbooks in stores, with their big print and 
simple titles. For most people, if not for most writers, mention 
"children’s literature" and the images that come first to mind are the dull 
texts one was forced to sweat through during grammar school, 
punctuated from time to time by classics that were not necessarily to 
your liking, but were deemed by hazily remembered adult authorities to 
be Good For You.

And let's face it, there's a hell of a lot of dreck out there foisted on 
kids that really ought to earn this scorn. But my focus in this article is 
not on the nameless authors of such eternal favorites as “Mr Tooth 
Fights Mr Cavity" or the "Run, Spot! See the dog!” banal readers, 
about which the strongest observation to be made is the world "bland" 
There is a different set of rubrics obtaining in these, the advantages 
and disadvantages of which I don’t have time for here. (Or the interest. 
I hated those old readers, and preachy pamphlets, too.)

Those distinctions aside, what are the differences between adult 
and children's novels? (Again, I am going to skip the subject of picture 
books, whose demands are closer to those of poetry than of prose.) I'll 
bustle through the obvious ones first.

Children's books are shorter than adult ones.
In today’s genre market, the average Middle Grade (MG) novel - 

marketed for the seven to ten year old reader - is 30,000 words, the 
average Young Adults (YA) novel - marketed for the ten to teen-age 
reader - is 50,000 words, and the average adult novels usually clock in 
at around 90,000 words, though the current fashion is for even longer

There is no profanity in them. There's no sex. No violence 
This is certainly true for MG - although there might be a bit of 

violence, but none of it is graphic. YA rules are more diffuse; all three 
Big No-Nos can be present, and usually were seen in abundance in the 
Real Life YA novels that were fashionable in the late 70s and early 80s.

There's got to be a Moral.
Well, that was certainly true during the last century and the first 

sixty years of this one. And there are publishers now who still insist on 
bending the story round a lesson, and who look askance at stories 
written for the sake of good story-telling. Most of these publishers have 
an agenda, and their product, meant to propagate a single point of view 
(and to condemn all other views) is propaganda. Again, that and 
Censorship form another subject that deserves its own space.

This is not to say that enduring children's literature does not contain 
theme, or meaning. Far from it.

But before I get into this more deeply, let me deal with the first two

Length: the word-counts are certainly somewhat 
arbitrary, made mostly for the benefit of publishers' 
profits and rack space statistics. In the past, 
children’s books were usually as long as the story 
needed to be (except for the serials, venerable 
ancestors of today's packaged paperbacks, which 
were then, and are now, written to precise 
specifications). For the most part, a children's book is 
going to be shorter than an adult book, but that does 
not mean it is not as well written. Those of us who 
delight now in slow savoring of John Crowley’s or 
Gene Wolfe's or E.R. Eddison’s leisurely prose would 
have been horrified at being forced to read these books 
when we were eight. We were not equipped for them, 
any more than we could have leaped into a car and 
driven it, or sat down to type out an error-free text in a 
minute and a half. Our protocols as readers have been

slowly developed, just as have our muscles and minds for these other 
tasks. But our tastes, just as were our talents, were there.

The chances are, if you go back and peruse your best beloved 
books from your childhood, you will find that the vivid images you still 
remember are sketched in with the deft brevity we often associate now 
exclusively with poets. Bruce Coville, a children's writer whose 
enormous popularity in the States is probably single-handedly getting 
more young kids to read science fiction and fantasy (in fact, just to 
read) than almost any other living author, is a master at setting up in 
two or three sentences not only a clear image, but mood, atmosphere, 
tone. A British writer whose books appeal to an equally wide but 
somewhat older audience, Diana Wynne Jones, is equally adept.

The plots are more direct, the pacing more brisk, but that does not 
preclude character development or complexity of theme.

Sex.
Well, there isn't any. At least in the novels for younger children. 

Young kids are not equipped to have much interest in sex, and if left 
alone, they ignore it as disgusting and incomprehensible until puberty 
gets those hormones sizzling. Your average eight-to-ten year old thinks 
bathroom jokes the epitome of wit, and would much rather read about a 
food fight in the school cafeteria than about a couple's first kiss.

The books written for young adults feature a varying degree of 
sexual awareness, activity, or very often just sexual tension. (That "just" 
is meant as an irony, but perhaps I ought to be upfront about my own 
prejudices here; I find the sexual tension in Jane Austen's Pride and 
Prejudice much more engaging that the forty-page sex scenes in the 
currently fashionable historical romances, with all their manly shafts, 
arching nipples, and fifty-megaton mutual orgasms.)

Most of the YA books written now, in our AIDS-conscious world, 
are less explicit than many YA novels of fifteen years ago, and the same 
goes for graphic violence and rough language. This change in the 
market was not totally dictated by pure-minded adults policing the 
books. A friend of mine who has taught in racially-mixed inner-city 
schools since 1973 has noted that kids who are more likely to have 
mom's latest boyfriend stomp in yelling drunken obscenities, belt 
everyone in sight, then rape big sister on the couch (as was faithfully 
depicted in many an earnest and well-meant Real Life novel of the 
1970s) are the same ones who beg to have The Lion, the Witch, and 
the Wardrobe read to them yet again - or Wind in the Willows, or 
Sounder

Which brings us to—
The Moral.
At heart, the difference between most adult and children’s literature 

is that writers for adults are often focused on presenting, as accurately 
and remorselessly as they can, Life as it Actually Is, but children's 
writers tend to endeavor to give us Life As It Ought To Be.

These two positions are summed up very elegantly in Touch 
Magic, by Jane Yolen’:
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Life Actual tells us that the world is not perfectly ordered; it is. in 
fact, most often immoral or anyway amoral Endings are as often 
unhappy as happy Issues are seldom clearcut Judgement is a 
capricious as justice. Babies starve and there is no resurrecting 
them Mothers die or run off and are never found Families are 
tom asunder and there is no mending them And honesty is rarely 
the best policy when it come to exposing your friends

Life in Truth tells us something else It tells us of the world as rt 
should be It holds certain values to be important It makes issues 
clear It is. if you will, a fiction based on great opposites, the 
clashing of opposing forces, question and answer, speech and 
echo, yin and yang, the great dance of opposites And so the 
fantasy tale becomes a rehearsal for the reader for life as it should 
be lived

Fantasy and Science Fiction for Kids

Writing is a weird profession. You spend hours and hours shut up in 
hopes of giving a lot of people you will never meet a few hours of 
enjoyment, whereby you net a few cents per head

Writing for adults, you cruise the bookstores counting copies of 
your book, agonizing when it leaves the shelves, and wondering if it was 
out long enough to rack up some royalties. If you write paperback 
originals, you know you probably won't get reviewed, and (sane) adults 
seldom write letters to you, fan or otherwise. Maybe you'll find a few 
readers at a con, meanwhile you hope sales were good enough to get 
you an advance for your next, so some day you can make a living and 
quit your daytime drudge work

Writing for children is different I suspect it just sounds like false 
modesty to claim pure altruism, but the fact is. few people expect to 
make a fortune writing for children The goals are somewhat different 
one wants not only to be read, but to be remembered

A year or so ago in October I happened to be in Beverley Hills with 
an hour to spare There was Rodeo Dove to walk down, or there was 
Beverley Hills Library to visit Seeing as I'd forgotten to pack my 
platinum credit card. I opted for the library and there I found a copy of 
each of my hardcover children s fantasies Though the royalty earned is 
only for those three copies, I gloated happily over all the check out 
dates

When I write for children. I want to create a story that becomes 
someone s favorite, that stays with young readers as a vivid memory 
throughout their lives

I think a good writer does an endless balancing act It's easy to 
write a superficial story without substance, but In a sense it's also easy 
to err in the other direction I remember my goddaughter commenting 
wryly to me about ten years ago, when she was just hitting junior high 
and the Real Life books were at their peak, that all the new books the 
kids were steered toward seemed to focus on divorce, drug addicts, 
child abuse, and horrible diseases. She said, "Every book anyone gives 
me has at least one character dying in it. I’m beginning to wonder if 
someone is dropping me a hint."

There are children who find solace in reading about other children 
who faced the horrific problems they face, but I haven't met anyone yet 
who pointed out young readers who magnet toward that kind of book 
Most of the kids I encounter, from happy to troubled, from eight to 
eighteen years, want to laugh, to be excited, to shiver over ghosts and 
ghouls - not over lengthy descriptions of what it's realty like to die of 
cancer - to race along with an interesting protagonist and triumph over 
the odds

They want, in short, a good story
And the best type of story, to most kids, is fantasy
Folk tales of magic and wizards and animals who talk reach back 

far into our history In Native American tradition, "washte" stories are 
fun and playful - for sheer entertainment - and ’wakan" are the powerful 
tales that speak across time

Writers for children traditionally have been using fantasy less or 
more successfully, often to cloak messages for their readers 
Semetimes to the detriment of the literature itself

Debra Doyle, an excellent writer who has a PhD in Anglo-Saxon 
literature and who, teamed with her husband, James D Macdonald, 
has produced twenty excellent books for young and adult readers, says

Once, at a science fiction convention, I was part of a panel 
discussion of YA science fiction, where I heard a librarian explain 
what it was that teachers and librarians (and, apparently, a lot of 
hardcover YA editors) look for in YA SF, They want lots of subtext 
and character development and Growth. They're big on Growth. 
Those of us on the panel who actually wrote YA sf for a living, and 
who remembered clearly what we read when we were that age, sort 
of exchanged glances and shook our heads When we were kids, 
we didn't want subtext and character development and growth. We 

wanted Adventure Good authors, of course, managed to sneak all 
those literary vitamins and minerals in there along with the fun stuff, 
but it was a real smuggling act (Still is, too.) These days, most 
hardcover YA SF reads like a dinner made out of tofu and 
supplement capsules - and regardless of its virtues, it doesn't give 
its readers whatever it is that most readers come to SF for in the 
first place And then libranans and children's lit teachers complain 
because the kids ignore all the Worthwhile hardcovers in favor of 
reading Mercedes Lackey in paperback
Our nineteenth century classics certainly prove the point that adults 

writing for young readers, with the best will in the world, sometimes give 
in to the temptation to preach Kids are used to being preached at, and 
if the sermon is dull enough, they are quite adept at tuning it out

Kids will ignore a sermon, but never forget that most of them also 
have a merciless eye for Truth If a story bends that story's truth - the 
inner consistency of the world depicted - in order to shake a finger, I 
believe most of the intended audience is lost

There are modem writers who are able to combine washte and 
wakan - happy endings and wise endings - and to create books that I 
believe will be read and loved twenty years from now - a hundred years 
from now What are the elements of these books?

Permit me to end with some words from Jane Yolen's Touch 
Magic:

Folklore is, in part, the history of humankind. It is, of course, an 
imperfect history because it is history constantly transforming and 
being transformed, putting on, chamelionlike, the colors of its 
background But while it is imperfect history, it is the perfect 
guidebook to the human psyche; it leads us to the understanding of 
the deepest longings and most daring visions of human kind

The images from the ancients speak to us in modem tongue 
though we may not always grasp the "meanings' consciously Like 
dreams, the meanings slip away, leaving us shaken into new 
awareness We are moved by them even when - or perhaps 
because - we do not understand them on the conscious level They 
are penumbral, partially lit. and it is the dark side that has the most 
power

A child who can love the oddities of a fantasy book cannot 
possibly be xenophobic as an adult What is a different color, a 
different culture, a different tongue for a child who has already 
mastered Elvish respected Puddleglums, or fallen under the spell 
of dark-skinned Ged?

And for adults, the world of fantasy books returns to us the 
great words of power which, in order to be tamed, have been 
excised from our adult vocabularies These words are the 
pornography of innocence, words which adults no longer dare to 
use with other adults, and so we laugh at them and consign them to 
the nursery, fear masking as cynicism.
These are the words that were forged in the BHB- 
earth, air, fire, and water of human 131
existence and the words are

Good. Evil. Courage. Honor. Truth.
(Hate and Love.)

1 Touch Magic: Faerie and Folklore in
the Literature of Childhood, by Jane Yolen, jBxB 
Philomel. NY. 1981

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Pain of Death
by Sandy Fleming

My grandparents spent a night at Lostonhall The owner was three 
hundred years old, and wealthy

At dinner he died His two sons earned him upstairs, saying he 
would be revitalised: a ruinously expensive undertaking.

Slow thumping sounds woke my grandparents in the night My 
grandfather shivered. "Old Loston seems impatient to make his 
comeback"

Granny Lizzie opened the door a crack and saw the sons 
dragging their father downstairs by the feet to meet the ambulance His 
head went thump, thump, thump on the steps

She got into bed again. "He'll be coming back with a headache, I 
think."
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symoNER
Tanya Brown

A woman in white sits waiting under branches of coral 
flame, burning coldly Her mind blazes beacon-bright, 

calling. Dark waves lap near bare feet, soporific wave

sound whispering, echoing slow theta rhythms; but an icy 
wind banishes sleep, knifing through thin clothes and the 

summoner’s remembering-dreaming images.
Suddenly from sand half-covered by surf springs 

someone else, wings flaring electric blue as internal 

energies discharge

"You called me"

"Why?"

"Emptiness."
"Whose?"

"Mine."
"Am I yours to summon?"

"You're here."
"Not for long."
His arm stretches out, gesturing. She screams. 

Conflagration beneath burning boughs. He departs, leaving 

ashes.
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Dr Greenland’s Prescription

The style of conventional heroic fantasy is elevated, decorative rather 
grave

In his tall tower of obsidian, overlooking the blood red River Tayme 
where barges of bronze and bony earned cargo from the coast, 
Baron Meliadus paced his cluttered study with its tapestries of time- 
faded browns, blacks, and blues, its orreries of precious metal and 
gemstones, its globes and astrolabes of beaten iron and brass and 
silver, its furniture of dark, polished wood, and its carpets of deep 
pile the colours of leaves in autumn 
(Michael Moorcock, The Jewel in the Skull)

LSmfhada did as he was bid; then he stood, 
wrapped a blanket around his shoulders and 
silently moved past the sleeping Knights. 
Outside the cave, he sat on a rock and 
scanned the countryside. After a few minutes 
he saw a tall figure making his way up the 
rocky path Dressed in long robes of faded 
blue and ancient leather sandals, the man 
was old, and completely bald, a forked white 
beard flowed to his chest and he was using a 
quarter-staff to aid him on his climb 

(David Gemmell, Knights of Dark 
Renown |

The archaism of the imagery is supported by 
a slighter archaism in the vocabulary - bid, not 
told, aid. not help The effect is very much like a 
Pre-Raphaelite painting, evoking a contemplative 
nostalgia for a time that never was It’s a style that 
insulates your story in a realm of doom and magic, 
where emotion issues forth in great operatic 
floods One of the most important functions of 
fantasy fiction of all kinds is to compensate for the 
world of frustration and compromise we actually 
have to inhabit.

❖ ❖ ❖

On the other hand, there's a great deal to be said for a style that 
counterpoints the fantastic with the everyday. Without the hobbits, 
J R R Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings would, I suspect, have been 
rather too lofty and noble and remote to care about

Sylvia Townsend Warner's fairies are winged, virtually immortal, 
and can become invisible at will, but they're only slightly smaller than 
humans, and have kept their snobbish introverted courts throughout 
history in overlooked comers of the real world In ‘ Elphinor and 
WeaseT. Elphinor flies ashore at night from a ship sinking in a storm

The growing light showed a tumult of breakers ahead, close on 
each other's heels, devounng each other's bulk They roared, and a 
pebble beach screamed back at them, but the wind carried him 
over, and on over a dusky flat landscape that might be anywhere 
So far. he had not been afraid But when a billow of darkness 
reared up in front of him. and the noise of tossing trees swooped on 
his hearing, he was suddenly in panic, and dung to a bough like a 
drowning man He had landed in a thick grove of ilex trees, planted 
as a windbreak He squirmed into the shelter of their midst, and 
heard the wind go on without him

The attribution of concrete terms to abstractions ( a biow of 
darkness the noise swooped") and similarly of verbs of animation 
(devour, roar, scream} to elements of landscape (waves and a pebble 
beach) is as baroque and romantic as anything in Moorcock, but those 
trees do something else. Ilex, a term of botanical classification, specific, 
unromantic, signals the abrupt change down to the utterly prosaic 
phrase planted as a windbreak

That casual, commonplace, explanatory remark gives the trees a 
sudden solidity and a sense (they are there 
because of the wind; Elphinor flies into them 
because the wind is carrying him) which the 
darkness and the pebbles and the sea didn't 
have because they were being exaggerated 
and symbolic.

The sentence brings the fairy to earth In 
no uncertain terms Nevertheless, so that it 
doesn’t lie there flatly at the end of the 
paragraph like an afterthought, an anticlimax, 
Warner closes with another that returns some 
way towards the major key of romanticism, 
with heard the wind go on without him

Counterpoint is also a good device for 
sharpening horror In Leon Garfield’s Mr 
Corbett's Ghost', the apprentice Benjamin 
Partridge makes a bargain with a mysterious 
stranger to have his hated master struck dead 
only to be confronted by the hideous and 
unexpected transformation of corpse into 
ghost:

Before Benjamin's eyes - his amazed eyes 
- the apothecary’s corpse was on the turn

It had begun to quake and seethe like milk neglected on the hob. 
His sides sank in, his face diminished and the whole of him 
shuddered into a flabby nothingness - like a shrunken balloon.

Here the homely, rather quaint term on the turn starts to suggest a 
process of rot all too appropriate for dead flesh; then the simile like milk 
neglected on the hob accelerates and dramatises the ferment in an 
unpleasantly familiar image (the archaism hob quietly maintaining 
period continuity). Since this is a ghost story, a tale of fife in death, 
death in life, the language flirts with paradox Flabby nothingness is a 
self-contradiction with no literal meaning, but achieves vivid realisation 
as a shrunken baioon another special effect that is horribly graphic 
precisely because it's so trivial

Mixing the commonplace into the fantastic can make your imaginary 
creations more solid, giving them weight and conviction Beware it can 
equally well make them absurd Mixing the fantastic and the prosaic is, 
of course, precisely what Terry Pratchett does so well Unfortunately 
it’s become something lots of other people think they can do too. though 
tn fact it's very difficult Here’s my tip if you’ve got the knack of making 
people laugh, by all means work at it If you and your beloved are the 
only ones laughing, leave it alone
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